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Run 330a - The Viagra Run
Why run 330a? Well, that’s coz the accountants at the Ministry of Planning and Finance have
gone over the books, examined satellite imagery, factored in global warming, the rotation of the
earth and the average salami load on a Dili Club pizza to determine that we have overshot the
mark! The official Run 330 will take place on 19 August.
Time now to prepare yourself for the “Half-Devil” Run 333 on 9 September!
Why the Viagra Run? Jeez, who decided to go up up and up? The Hares, that’s who! The run
started at Soupy’s Kitchen, near the 2001, and in an effort to avoid the sea, the trail went to
1700 meters immediately. You can imagine the curses of the walkers as they passed bibis and
pigs, all gaspng for breath, and a rooster on its back, shagged out after a long squawk in low
oxygen. After that, with an Acting GM (Daisy) & Acting RA (Mdflap), the punishment was
severe…

Half the Mis-management team are
charged

Up, up, and away. My god, I can see stars from up
here…

Now who would pay $200 for this
pic along with a pack of viagra?

Hashers gain valuable insight into the
arts of mountain camouflage

Shocked, or jealous?

Honiara Dick (renamed Dili Dick) – “It’s a fair cop guv.
Actually, I reckon she is worth $300. I think I’ll sit
down now…”

Tight-Ass named! ↑

→ Eliminator on the
case, adding the facts
about Tight Ass &
Mudflap.
Now we know who’s been causing all
the trouble – Rock Chucker!

↑ Soupy becomes the
Last Supper

You know you’ve been here too long
when you descibe a puppy as
“tender”

In preparation for Run 333,
Shamcock tatoos fellow Hashers
with the special “333” mark on
the forehead. He promises it
won’t mess with the price
scanners at Leader, and that they
won’t cause disress to nonHashers during business
meetings.

POTW – Mudflap, for all the obvious reasons

UPCOMING HASHES
Advised in separate emails from the fearless trailmaster – Corruption,

